We determine with high precision the growth rate of self-induced GaN nanowires grown by molecular beam epitaxy under various conditions from scanning electron micrographs by taking into account in situ measurements of the initial incubation time, which is needed before the nanowire growth starts. In order to quantitatively describe the dependence of the growth rate on growth time, gallium flux, and growth temperature, we develop a detailed theoretical model of diffusion-induced nanowire growth specifically for the self-induced approach, i.e., without any droplet at the nanowire top. The theoretical fits are in excellent agreement with the experimental data and allow us to deduce important kinetic parameters of the self-induced GaN nanowire growth. The gallium adatom effective diffusion length on the nanowire sidewalls composed of m-plane facets is only 45 nm, which is consistent with our experimental finding that the growth rate initially decreases drastically as the contribution from the adatoms on the planar substrate surface rapidly vanishes. In contrast, the gallium adatom effective diffusion length on the amorphous silicon nitride substrate surface reaches about 100 nm. Furthermore, the nucleation energy on the nanowire sidewalls is found to be 5.44 eV and is larger than on their top facet accounting for the nanowire elongation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The self-induced growth of GaN nanowires (NWs) by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a promising approach for the fabrication of low-cost light-emitting diodes on silicon. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] A highly nitrogen-rich vapor phase is required and often combined with a high substrate temperature for their self-induced formation. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Very importantly, a clear distinction is necessary between the initial nucleation phase that results in the NW nucleus formation and the subsequent growth phase that leads to the NW nucleus elongation. It has recently been shown that the self-induced formation of GaN NW nuclei occurs through the shape transitions of pre-existing islands beyond a critical radius. 16, 17 The anisotropy of surface energy has been identified as the predominant driving force, and the nucleation phase is therefore expected to be driven by thermodynamics. 16, 17 Subsequently, the NW nucleus elongation takes place. In contrast to the nucleation phase, the growth phase is expected to be dominated by kinetics. 18 For technological applications, the control of the NW morphology and the optimal growth conditions are crucial, for instance, to select the highest growth rate. However, for the self-induced approach, the physical process at work during the growth phase is still not completely understood. Similarly to the catalyst-induced approach, it has been suggested for the self-induced approach that the direct impinging flux on the NW top facet as well as the adatom surface diffusion on the substrate and along the NW vertical sidewalls are involved. 14, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Furthermore, the geometrical characteristics in the MBE chamber also play a significant role because the gallium and nitrogen fluxes directly depend on the angles of the effusion cell and plasma source with respect to the substrate. 26, 27 However, the ratio between the incorporation rates on the NW top facet and on its vertical sidewalls as well as a detailed understanding of the diffusion mechanisms are still open questions. Additionally, a quantitative description of the growth phase is still lacking. Some elementary theoretical models have already been used on the basis of the catalyst-induced approach although the self-induced approach has very specific characteristics. These models do not lead to a deep understanding of the growth phase, and we substantially extend them, which allow us to extract much more of the essential parameters that describe the self-induced NW growth. 19, [27] [28] [29] The aim of this paper is to investigate both experimentally and theoretically the evolution of the NW mean growth rate with the growth time, gallium flux, and growth temperature. Experimentally, the NW mean growth rate is determined from the NW length and the total growth time. Thus, compared to the use of AlN markers inserted into GaN NWs, 22, 27 any foreign material that may strongly influence the growth phase during which the NW elongation proceeds is avoided. Very importantly, in order to deduce the NW mean growth rate with high precision, we have taken into account the incubation time in the total growth time by distinguishing between the nucleation and growth phases using in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) measurements. 30 This aspect is crucial because the incubation time significantly depends on both the gallium flux and growth temperature and can widely vary from several tens of seconds to several tens of minutes. 30 A theoretical modeling based on the diffusion-induced NW growth is further developed specifically for the self-induced approach and is in very good agreement with the experimental data. The theoretical model allows the determination of a wide number of kinetic parameters of the self-induced GaN NW growth.
II. EXPERIMENT
GaN NWs were grown on Si(111) substrates by plasmaassisted MBE. The active nitrogen species and gallium atoms FIG. 1. Tilted (left) and cross-sectional (right) FESEM images of GaN NWs grown for 3 h at a substrate temperature and gallium rate of 780
• C and 0.45Å/s, respectively. Note that the scale bar is 1 μm.
were supplied by a plasma source and by an effusion cell, respectively. The angles of the gallium effusion cell and of the nitrogen plasma source with respect to the substrate normal are 21 and 33
• , respectively. Prior to GaN NW growth, the substrates were exposed to an active nitrogen flux for 5 min, resulting in the formation of a continuous Si x N y amorphous interlayer with a thickness of about 2 nm. The nominal gallium and nitrogen rates correspond to the growth rate of GaN planar layers deposited on SiC(111) substrates under nitrogen-and gallium-rich conditions, respectively. The growth temperature and gallium rate were varied in the ranges of 770 to 815
• C and 0.25 to 0.7Å/s, respectively. The nitrogen rate was equal to 2.8Å/s, yielding a V/III ratio in the range of 4 to 11.2. In situ RHEED measurements were performed with an incident electron beam angle to the substrate of 3
• . As discussed in Ref. 30 , the total growth time for the self-induced approach is the sum of the incubation time necessary for the nucleation of spherical cap-shaped islands, of the transition time required for the shape transition to NWs, and of the actual (i.e., elongation) growth time corresponding to the growth phase. Very importantly, the total growth time was adjusted for each experiment such that the sum of the transition and actual growth times (i.e., denoted as the pseudoactual growth time) was systematically 3 h: the gallium shutter was closed 3 h after the end of the incubation stage as indicated by the appearance of GaN three-dimensional spots in RHEED. In other words, the transition time of typically several seconds to several minutes and its dependence on the growth conditions is considered as negligible with respect to the actual growth time for the gallium rate and growth temperature series. 17 The NW mean growth rate was, therefore, experimentally measured with high precision as the ratio between the NW length L and the pseudoactual growth time t pseudoactual , as follows: dL/dt = L/t pseudoactual . The NW length L was assessed among a population of more than 50 NWs from cross-sectional field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Another series of samples was grown for different growth durations at a substrate temperature and gallium rate of 780
• C and 0.45Å/s, respectively. For these growth conditions, the incubation time was found to be 6.5 min as shown by the appearance of GaN three-dimensional spots in RHEED. Additionally, the transition time was determined by performing transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging on all the samples of the growth time series. While only spherical cap-shaped islands are initially formed, it was revealed that the very first NWs are nucleated after about 5 min following the appearance of GaN three-dimensional spots in RHEED: 17 this strongly indicates that the transition time was about 5 min under such growth conditions. As a result, the actual growth time between 270 and 22770 s is considered here for this series instead of the pseudoactual growth time for the gallium rate and growth temperature series. The NW mean growth rate was further experimentally deduced with high precision as the ratio between the NW length L and the actual growth time t actual , as follows: dL/dt = L/t actual .
Specimens for top-view TEM imaging were prepared by mechanical lapping and polishing, followed by argon ion milling according to standard techniques. TEM images were acquired with a JEOL 3010 microscope operating at 300 kV. Importantly, the vertical sidewalls are composed of m planes as deduced from the top-view HRTEM image in Fig. 2 , which is in agreement with Refs. 20, 21, and 23.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Theoretical modeling of the NW axial growth rate for the self-induced approach
Principles of the theoretical modeling
In the following, the NW axial growth rate is modeled within the approach given by Dubrovskii et al. [31] [32] [33] [34] and adapted to the case of self-induced GaN NWs. The principles for the theoretical modeling are revealed in the schematic given in Fig. 3 .
The elongation of an isolated hexahedral NW is determined by three factors: the direct impingement of nitrogen and gallium fluxes onto its top facet and vertical sidewalls as well as the surface diffusion of adatoms. Under highly nitrogen-rich conditions, the growth kinetics is assumed to be limited by the corresponding gallium fluxes. The gallium beam of intensity J makes the angle α to the substrate normal. From considerations of material balance, the NW growth rate denoted as dL/dt is given by
in which R is the radius of the NW cross-section, s is the elementary volume in the NW, J des is the desorption rate from the NW top facet, D f and n f are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of gallium adatoms on the NW vertical sidewalls composed of m planes, respectively. R is assumed as being constant in a first approximation and hence as being independent upon the growth duration and NW length. The net gallium flux contributing to the NW elongation is given on the left-hand side of Eq. (1). On the right-hand side, the first term represents the adsorption-desorption growth rate on the NW top facet, while the second term stands for the diffusion flux of gallium adatoms from the planar substrate surface and NW sidewalls to the NW top. 31, 32 It is expected that n f (z) obeys the following stationary diffusion equation
, in which the diffusion flux is balanced by the impingement flux onto the NW sidewalls and the gallium sink with the characteristic lifetime τ f . The coefficient 1/3 in the arrival rate is the geometrical factor of MBE growth, where the flux sees the projection 2R, not the entire perimeter 6R or, in other words, impinges on only two out of six side facets of a hexahedral NW. The chemical potential of gallium adatoms on the NW sidewalls equals k B T ln θ f , where θ f = σ f n f 1 is the surface filling factor, σ f is the NW sidewall elementary area, T is the surface temperature, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. We use the following boundary conditions for the diffusion equation as seen in Fig. 3 : (i) the equality of the activity of gallium adatoms on the NW sidewalls at z = L to its activity on the NW top facet results in θ f (z = L) = θ top ; (ii) the equality of the activity of gallium adatoms at the NW base to its activity on the substrate surface is obtained by balancing the arrival rate J cos α to the sink with the characteristic lifetime τ s . This leads to θ f (z = 0) = J τ s σ s cos α, where σ s is the elementary area on the substrate surface. Such a condition at z = 0 is valid when the diffusion length of gallium adatoms on the planar substrate surface is much larger than the NW radius. 35 By solving the diffusion equation for n f (z) and by calculating the corresponding diffusion flux at z = L, Eq. (1) can be reduced to
Here, V = J s cos α is the equivalent gallium rate, and Let us now consider some general properties of Eq. (2) that are relevant for the dependence of the NW growth rate on the growth time. At small and large NW lengths L, Eq. (2) has the following asymptotes:
From Eq. (3), it follows that the NW growth rate at L λ f is independent upon λ f and comprises three distinct contributions: a constant adsorption-desorption growth rate, the 1/L diffusion term originating from the gallium adatoms on the substrate surface, and the L diffusion term coming from the gallium adatoms on the NW sidewalls. From Eq. (4), it turns out that the NW growth rate at L λ f does not contain the contribution from the substrate surface because all the gallium adatoms are either desorbed or trapped by the islands (i.e., steps) on the NW sidewalls before they can reach the NW top. The diffusion term is hence proportional to λ f /R and does not depend on L. 33, 34 The dependence of the NW growth rate on the gallium rate is linear in the first approximation, where the bracket term in Eq. (2) is independent upon V . It should be pointed out, however, that the effective diffusion lengths generally depend on V , as they may be limited by a process of flux-dependent surface nucleation. 32 The dependence of the NW growth rate on the growth temperature is usually complex, 33, 34 and may be qualitatively different at distinct growth durations. We also note that the effective diffusion length of gallium adatoms on the NW sidewalls at typical GaN growth temperatures is small. The value of 40 nm has been reported in Refs. 19 and 27, and our own estimate is given hereafter. Therefore, for sufficiently long NWs, the NW growth rate is roughly given by Eq. (4). By assuming that the temperature dependence of g f is weak, the dependence of the NW growth rate on the growth temperature is driven by λ f and v des .
For the former, the approach given in Ref. 33 is used where the effective diffusion length is limited either by the surface nucleation of islands (at low T ) or by the desorption (at high T ):
is the island surface density on the NW sidewalls (with E f nucl being the characteristic nucleation energy barrier). 33, 34 By rearranging Eq. (5), one can get the following relation:
in which T * is the reference temperature, V * is the ref-
For the latter, the standard Arrhenius-like approximation is used such that v des ∝ θ top ∝ exp(−E top /k B T ) with the corresponding energy barrier E top . The value of E top simultaneously accounts for the surface nucleation and desorption on the NW top facet. 33, 34 This can be represented in the form
where C * = E top /k B T * .
Shadowing effects
The present theoretical modeling in the last section focuses in an ideal case on the growth rate of an isolated hexahedral NW within the self-induced approach. Still, this approach typically results in most practical cases in the formation of highly dense NW ensembles as shown in Fig. 1 , which can lead to shadowing effects between NWs. The shadowing effects are dependent upon the geometrical parameters such as both the NW density and radius (i.e., NW spacing) and the gallium beam angle. 36 Let us consider a NW ensemble distributed in a regular square area. By taking a typical NW density and radius of 100 μm −2 and 30 nm, 12,28,37 the NW spacing is about 51 nm. In other words, the gallium beam with an angle of 21
• , for instance, impinges on a NW height of 133 nm, which is much larger than the effective diffusion length of about 40-45 nm as reported in Refs. 19 and 27 and as deduced hereafter. More importantly, a critical NW density and gallium beam angle can be determined by equating the effective diffusion length of 45 nm with the impinged NW height. First, by taking a NW density and radius of 100 μm −2 and 30 nm, a critical gallium beam angle of 49
• is found: in brief, shadowing effects can be neglected for a gallium beam angle smaller than 49
• , which is quite common in the MBE chamber. Inversely, by taking a NW radius of 30 nm and a gallium beam angle of 21
• , a critical NW density of about 200 μm −2 is deduced, which is high with respect to the typical NW density. As a consequence, although shadowing effects can play a significant role, the present theoretical modeling can account for the NW growth rate in most practical cases and especially for the forthcoming experimental results because the effective diffusion length of gallium adatoms on the NW sidewalls is fairly short.
B. Influence of the growth conditions on the NW growth rate
The evolution of the NW mean growth rate with the NW length, gallium rate, and growth temperature is presented in Figs. 4-6 . Interestingly, the NW mean growth rate is systematically larger than the gallium rate but smaller than the nitrogen rate, showing that the surface diffusion of gallium adatoms on the substrate and then along the NW vertical sidewalls to their top does play a significant role as discussed in our theoretical model.
Effects of the growth time
The evolution of the NW mean growth rate as a function of the NW length at fixed T = 780
• C and V = 0.45Å/s is presented in Fig. 4 . The NW mean growth rate for the NW length of about 50 nm reveals that the nucleation events spread over a certain time as shown by the large error bars. As the NW length increases from about 50 to 880 nm (corresponding to the increase in the actual growth time from 270 to 11070 s), the NW mean growth rate initially decreases drastically. Subsequently, for the NW length larger than 880 nm (corresponding to the actual growth time longer than 11070 s), the NW mean growth rate slightly increases from 0.79 to 0.95Å/s. It should be noted that the opposite trend has been reported in Refs. 12 and 24, indicating the deleterious effect of not considering the incubation and transition times. Even when a constant incubation time is taken into account while the transition time is ignored, the NW mean growth rate is not deduced so precisely, and the opposite trend has been stated in Ref. 27 , which is likely due to geometrical effects. Some significant effects could also arise from the use of AlN markers that cover the NW vertical sidewalls and hence affect the adatom incorporation and diffusion properties. In brief, the experimental dependence of the NW mean growth rate on the NW length is overall well fitted by Eq. (2). The fit shown in Fig. 4 is obtained with the following parameters: λ f = 45 nm, g f =0.794, v des =0.1, √ g s λ s =70 nm, and R =30 nm, at the gallium incident angle α = 21
• . The value of λ f of 45 nm at 780
• C is consistent with the reported value of 40 nm according to Refs. 19 and 27 and is typical for the self-induced growth of GaN NWs. In other words, this indicates that the contribution from the planar substrate surface is much less pronounced. The value of λ s of the order of 100 nm justifies the assumption made in the derivation of the growth equation: the diffusion length of gallium adatoms on the substrate surface is indeed much larger that the NW radius of 30 nm. Also, our value for λ s is significantly smaller than the estimate of 400 nm deduced from experimental results on prepatterned substrates. 29 Because no growth of a parasitic two-dimensional surface layer is observed in our case, λ s should be limited by the surface density of both spherical cap-shaped islands and NWs in contrast to the growth on prepatterned substrates for which the mechanisms are distinct. It should be noted that the NW mean growth rate is much larger than the gallium deposition rate in the beginning. The saturation limit predicted by the theoretical model at 0.88Å/s corresponds to the asymptote at L λ f as given by Eq. (4), where the contribution from the diffusion of gallium adatoms on the substrate surface vanishes. This value is also noticeably higher than the gallium rate, thus demonstrating that the adsorption and diffusion of gallium adatoms on the vertical sidewalls significantly contributes to the NW elongation. Such a contribution is fairly weak for short actual growth time (i.e., short NWs are mainly fed from the substrate surface) but is drastically strengthened with respect to the substrate gallium adatoms as the NW elongation proceeds (i.e., long NWs are no longer fed from the substrate surface). This shows the very strong importance of geometrical effects on the sidewall deposition, as mentioned in Refs. 26 and 27, because the gallium impinging flux on the NW vertical sidewalls directly depends on the angle between the substrate and the gallium effusion cell. The slight discrepancy in the NW mean growth rate between the fit that predicts a saturation limit and the experimental results that shows a slight increase for the NW length larger than 880 nm points out the importance of the coalescence process for very long NWs, which is not considered in the present theoretical model.
Effects of the gallium rate
In the following, the pseudoactual growth time of 3 h is systematically selected, and because λ f is small, the NW mean growth rate can be fitted by Eq. (4) at L λ f . The evolution of the NW mean growth rate is presented as a function of the gallium rate in Fig. 5 . As the gallium rate is increased between 0.25 and 0.7Å/s, the NW mean growth rate continuously rises from 0.42 to 1.12Å/s. Its experimental dependence is again • C and V * = 0.45Å/s. It is expected that a larger amount of gallium adatoms is involved in the adsorption and diffusion contribution to the growth rate as the gallium rate is increased. Therefore, the NW mean growth rate is higher at a larger gallium rate. The dependence presented in Fig. 5 is not completely linear in contrast to Refs. 9, 12, and 15. A small deviation from the linearity towards higher gallium rates can be accounted for by a more efficient surface nucleation of islands at the NW vertical sidewalls as given in Eq. (6) . These results strongly suggest that the GaN NW growth should be performed at very high gallium rate. Still, increasing the gallium rate at a given nitrogen rate is not conceivable because the NW nuclei would not be formed. 16, 17 Indeed, the NW nuclei are formed following the shape transitions from pre-existing three-dimensional islands, which are energetically favorable due to an energy balance in favor of the NW morphology only in a certain range of gallium rate (i.e., V/III ratio). 16, 17 Also, even during the growth stage, the gallium rate cannot be increased deliberately because this would eventually lead to an enhancement of radial growth, and the NW morphology would be lost. 
Effects of the growth temperature
More importantly is the dependence of the NW mean growth rate on growth temperature, as depicted in Fig. 6 . The evolution of the NW mean growth rate follows two consecutive steps: (i) the NW mean growth rate initially increases to 0.86Å/s as the growth temperature is raised from 770 to 795
• C and (ii) subsequently decreases rapidly for higher growth temperatures. It should be noted that the initial increase in the NW mean growth rate is more significant than the increase reported in Ref. 25 : this may be due to the critical increase in the incubation time with the growth temperature, which could lead to an overestimation of the NW mean growth rate at low growth temperatures. The occurrence of a maximum NW mean growth rate for intermediate growth temperatures is of high interest for technological applications in which the highest NW mean growth rate is required. Interestingly, a maximum NW density has also been reported at about 785
• C, 37 which points out that such a growth temperature is optimal for the NW morphology. The experimental dependence of the NW mean growth rate on the growth temperature is again very well fitted by Eqs. (4), (6) , and (7). The fit shown in Fig. 6 is obtained with the same values of parameters as for the growth time and gallium rate dependences at v des (T * ) = 0.1, G * = 28, F * = 60, and C * = 80. The obtained value of G * leads to E f des − E f diff = 2.54 eV, which is in very good accordance with the available data on the activation energies. In GaN, the diffusion barrier for gallium adatoms on the NW vertical sidewalls composed of m planes is 0.21 eV, 39 which reveals that E f diff = 0.21 eV and hence that E f des = 2.75 eV. No value for the activation energy of desorption of gallium adatoms on the GaN m planes has so far been reported, but it should be noted that the corresponding activation energy lies in the typical range of about 2 to 5.1 eV on the GaN c plane. [40] [41] [42] [43] Consequently, the value of 2.75 eV for E f des seems quite reasonable. The values of F * and C * result in E f nucl = 5.44 eV and E top = 7.26 eV. The former is noticeably larger, showing that the nucleation barrier on the NW vertical sidewalls is twice higher than the activation energy of desorption of gallium adatoms. Also, the value is close to the nucleation energy of spherical cap-shaped islands on the Si x N y amorphous interlayer, which is again reasonable. 30 The higher value of E top is most likely due to the fact that it simultaneously accounts for the surface nucleation and desorption. Interestingly, the desorption activation energy on the GaN c plane is expected to be larger than 2 eV. [40] [41] [42] [43] As a result, the nucleation barrier is lower on the NW top facet than on their vertical sidewalls, such that GaN NWs elongate much faster in the axial direction than they grow in the radial direction. It is further worth noticing that the surface diffusion of gallium adatoms along the NW vertical sidewalls is enhanced by raising the growth temperature, whereby a larger amount of gallium adatoms reaches the NW top. Still, the gallium desorption from the NW top facet and vertical sidewalls may be prevalent for growth temperatures higher than 790
• C, accounting for the eventual decrease in the NW mean growth rate.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the growth rate of self-induced GaN NWs by MBE has comprehensively been determined. This was experimentally achieved by cross-section view FESEM images, taking into account the incubation time for the initial nucleation of spherical cap-shaped islands. The evolution of the growth rate with the growth time, gallium rate, and growth temperature has quantitatively been described within a theoretical model based on the surface diffusion-induced NW growth for the self-induced approach. The NW elongation is strongly governed by the direct impinging flux on their top facet and by the adatom adsorption and diffusion on their vertical sidewalls composed of m planes as shown by HRTEM imaging. The shadowing effects have been discussed in terms of geometrical constraints in the NW ensembles. The experimental dependences on the growth time, gallium rate, and growth temperature are refined and present distinctly different features with respect to the literature, pointing out the importance of taking the incubation time into account. Additionally, the experimental data are in very good agreement with the theoretical model we have specifically developed for the self-induced growth of GaN NWs. One single set of identical fitting parameters allows to fit all the experimentally observed dependences, which is strong evidence for the accuracy of our model. Important kinetic parameters have been deduced from the theoretical fits such as the effective diffusion length for the gallium adatoms of about 45 nm on the NW vertical sidewalls and of about 100 nm on the Si x N y amorphous interlayer. The contribution from the adatoms on the planar substrate surface thus rapidly vanishes during the elongation process, showing that the gallium flux impinging on the NW sidewalls becomes predominant and hence that geometrical effects are critical. Very importantly, it is found that the nucleation energy equals 5.44 eV on the NW vertical sidewalls and is larger than on their top facet accounting for the NW elongation.
